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Juanita has been partnering with customers to lead Dynamics AX and D365 implementations at
Columbus since 2017, providing engagement-level strategic planning, project management
leadership, and delivery for small, medium, and large implementations.
Prior to joining Columbus, Juanita worked for 18 years as IT Director and Program/Project
Manager in the San Diego area, responsible implementing Dynamics ERP systems for Tridea
Partners (2014 – 2017), as well as strategic planning and delivery of Clinical Trial/Supply Chain,
Regulatory, Safety, Document Management, Quality, and Lab systems in the Pharmaceutical
industry (1999 – 2014).

• Customer Business Challenges

• Implementation Challenges
• MVP Implementation Approach

• Phased Rollout
• Leverage D365 Core Features
• Adopt Best Practices

• Embrace Change
• Compare MVP vs. Traditional Approach

Inefficient / manual
processes (paper-based
or spreadsheet-driven)

Inaccurate inventory tracking
Multiple legacy systems,
standalone or integrated

Dependency on unique
custom processes or
customizations

Inaccurate or delayed
financial reporting
Lack of planning tools

Delayed processing of
operational data

Lack of time and
bandwidth to design
process improvements

Requires more time, effort, and resources for both teams:
• In-depth review of current “as-is” business processes

• Added sessions w stakeholders to align on old vs. new processes
• Re-design Dynamics standard functions to match legacy processes
• Added development effort to recreate legacy customizations
• Added deliverables & testing for custom development
• Delay hands-on testing, awaiting configuration-development
• Added effort for development testing with each MS update

Embrace Dynamics Standard Features

Roadmap
Phase

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 2+

Core Financials

Procurement,
Fixed Assets,
Reporting

Future Phase(s)

Goal: Configure D365
standard functionality
for Finance to provide
baseline for future
phases

Goal: Build on
Finance foundation to
add more standard
functions for Financial
Processes

Goal: Expand Phases 1
& 2 based on Customer’s
strategic roadmap to
migrate from legacy or
manual processes to
standard D365

Deliver Value Faster with Incremental Change

Modules to be Delivered

Finance

Business Processes In-Scope:
General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Cash & Bank Management
(Bank Reconciliation)

Procurement,
Fixed Assets

Purchase Requisitions /
Purchase Order Workflows,
Receiving, Fixed Assets for
standard acquisition, disposal,
depreciation

Process
Manufacturing

Add-on functionality: Formula
management and batch
manufacturing, including
sequencing and consolidated
packaging

Advanced
Warehouse,
Inventory
Management

New Modules, best practice
configuration for inbound,
outbound processes and cycle
counts. Inventory costing and
reporting

Traditional Full Implementation
12 – 18
months

Diagnostics
• Workshops
to review
current
business
processes
• Confirm scope
of project and
issue Project
Charter

Analysis
• Map business
processes (asis & to-be)
• Configure D365
proof of
concept
• FIT-GAP
analysis ID
MODS
• Requirements
Specification

Design

Development

• Design solutions
per
requirements
• Functional
Designs for
modifications
• Test Plan
• Training Plan
• Data Migration
Plan

MVP Approach
4-6
months

Analysis &
Design

Build & Acceptance
Testing

Deployment

• Update system
parameters and
Configurations
• Functional Testing
• Development
• Unit Testing
• Data Migration –
sample test loads

Deployment
• Key User
Training
• UAT
• Data Migration
• Deploy MODs
• Cutover Planning
• PROD migration
• PROD Release

• Initiate configuration immediately

• Significantly reduce/eliminate custom development
• Earlier user exposure to D365 for testing and training
• Standard feature process optimization accelerates value creation
• Phased incremental releases fosters user adoption / buy-in
Key Factors Needed for Success:
• Strong commitment from Customer Sponsors & Leads

• Implementation experience & tools for quickly demonstrating and implementing
standard D365 processes and best practice

Case Study except - MVP implementation of D365 for Finance, Supply
Chain, and Advanced Warehouse in two 4-month phases:
“We needed to be judicious with our resources that would need to be
consumed by the project…
Analysis on [our] business objectives and the ability to go ahead and
provide an out-of-the-box solution was scoped very well…
Overall management of the project was definitely crucial for us in the
deployment and implementation plan allowed for 2-3 of [our] team
members to deploy a full ERP system capable of running our business,
not just for today, but for years to come.”

When you have the aspiration to
transform, maximize and futureproof
your business digitally …
Microsoft’s Value Proposition (MVP)

